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SQUIRREL (SeQUential Igor data RetRiEvaL) is an 
AMS data management and analysis tool.  It is 
collection of code using the Igor software program. 

Silke Hings, Frank Drewnick

James Allan, Jonny Croiser

Ed Dunlea, Donna Sueper

Tim Onasch

And many other AMS Users!

Ongoing, collaborative effort

What is Squirrel?



What is new in 1.44?

Bug in error calculations.
This fix is important for those running PMF.

Bug in PToF Mass Spec graphs.

Bug dealing with the frag matricies not updating 
properly when calculating average mass spectra.

Bugs fixes:



What is new in 1.44?

Revamped:

PToF normalization

Pre-processing PToF

Corrections tab (flow rate tab is first)
PToF tab (removal of normalization button)
Default PToF DC markers now checked in preprocess step
Gaps in graphs now can be automatically set
Default average mass spec calcs now do only sticks (not sticks and raw)
Separate button for re-creating diagnostics plot 



What is new in 1.44?

Minor Annoyances Eradicated:

Correct axis labels in PToF graphs!

Separate button for diagnostics graph

Ability to preprocess raw spectra without also having to 
preprocess sticks



What is new in 1.45?

Error bars on graphs!!

Possible changes to frag_org (as in Aiken et al 2008)

DC marker regions in PToF Size dist graphs.

Clearer instructions on generating the Org Error Matrix 
(for use in PMF).



What is next for Squirrel?

Wiki for coding tasks, minor bug fix release:
http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-
group/wiki/index.php/Sq_pk_programming

Updated web site, more documentation

More great collaboration with users



Typical Squirrel user questions:

How do I get squirrel to know where I moved my intermediate files?
How do I add a new ‘species’?
How do I know that my m/z calibration is good enough?
How do I know that my baseline settings are good enough?
Should I upgrade an experiment (YES!)
How do I upgrade an experiment?
What is the best way to describe problems/send my problem data?
How do I make a function in Igor to do x,y,z…?
My run numbers seem messed up, what do I do?
Why don’t I have any files in my PToF folder?




